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MARTHA MCGILL

A Protestant Purgatory?: Visions of an intermediate state in
eighteenth-century Scotland

ABSTRACT
The protestant afterlife is generally presented in binary terms, with departed souls going directly
to either heaven or hell., However, the possible existence of an intermediate state for the dead was
discussed by protestant theologians from the reformation onwards. This article traces the
evolution of these debates in Scotland, with particular focus on the eighteenth century. The
bishops Archibald Campbell, Thomas Rattray and George Innes produced tracts in support of the
intermediate state. By the end of the century it had become a standard element of doctrine among
the episcopalians, reflecting the formation of a more distinctive theological and liturgical identity,
based on the teachings of the early church fathers. Presbyterians generally dismissed the idea as a
papish conceit, but there were exceptions. Most notably, in the 1720s the minister William Ogilvie
described a series of meetings with the ghost of Thomas Maxwell, Laird of Cool. His account
framed the intermediate state as a sympathetic alternative to calvinist predestination, and spread to
a wide audience when it was printed as a chapbook. As the episcopalian church declined and the
Church of Scotland fragmented, there was greater scope for individuals to formulate their own
theologies, potentially challenging traditional notions of what it meant to be a protestant.

Jurisdiction over the fate of the dead is perhaps the most important component of
ecclesiastical authority. Since its establishment the christian church has used the concept of

post-mortem rewards and punishments to promote good behaviour. However, the precise
details of the afterlife have been negotiated and renegotiated over the centuries. In the 1780s
Elizabeth Steuart of Coltness, North Lanarkshire, penned a damning assessment: ‘The state of
the dead is what is least known in the Christian church’.1 Of course, had Steuart discussed
this plaint with her local minister, he would probably have assured her that the matter was
quite straightforward. He might well have offered a simplified explanation, still employed
today: protestants identified two possible destinations after death, and catholics three. From at
least the twelfth century, catholicism taught that unrepentant sinners were damned to hell,
while the righteous ascended to heaven. For those in between, there was the fiery realm of
purgatory.2 Souls in purgatory were destined for heaven, but were first purified by a series of
torments. The intercession of the living could speed up the process, and by the late medieval
period a lucrative market had developed around indulgences and masses for the dead. In the
eyes of the sixteenth-century reformers, this was evidence of the catholic church’s corruption.
John Calvin termed purgatory a ‘deadly fiction of Satan’; the Church of England’s ThirtyNine Articles dismissed it as a ‘fond thing vainly invented’.3 Protestant eschatology is usually
viewed in twofold terms: souls proceed directly to either heaven or hell.
However, the idea of an intermediate state between heaven and hell was never cleanly
erased from protestant society. In a discussion of Victorian religious culture, Geoffrey Rowell
states that the notion of an intermediate state became increasingly important in the nineteenth
century, ‘in contrast to the eschatology of previous generations’. The very term ‘intermediate
state’, he continues, was ‘characteristic of the nineteenth century’.4 In fact, protestants had
been producing defences of a middle state since the reformation, and by the eighteenth
century it was a divisive issue within both English and Scottish religious communities. The
phrase ‘intermediate state’ was in use from at least the 1670s.5 ‘Middle state’ was used
synonymously. For some authors, ‘Abraham’s Bosom’ or ‘Paradise’ referred to an
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intermediate state. The other popular term was ‘Hades’. The Greek ‘Hades’ appears eleven
times in the New Testament. The King James Version translated the term as ‘hell’ in ten out
of the eleven instances; in the last case it was rendered as ‘grave’.6 Defenders of an
intermediate state argued that these were mistranslations, and that Hades was in fact a domain
unto itself.7 For some theologians the intermediate state was a holding place for souls
awaiting the Last Judgement. Others veered even closer to catholic doctrine, presenting the
intermediate state as a place of purification.
This article argues that the concept of an intermediate state was more influential within
eighteenth-century Scottish society than has generally been acknowledged. It was not only a
Scottish concern—post-reformation English society saw lively discussions about the state of
the soul after death, and early eighteenth-century Scottish works on the intermediate state
were significantly influenced by English forerunners.8 However, the debate took on its own
momentum north of the border, reflecting the particular circumstances of Scottish religious
cultures. The first part of this article focuses on episcopalian discussions regarding an
intermediate state, which have received almost no attention from historians.9 The eighteenth
century was a difficult period for Scottish episcopalianism. Mistrusted (not unjustly) for its
Jacobitism, the church was subject to prohibitive legislation. Membership dropped from a
high point of maybe a third of Scots in 1689 to around 2.5% in the early nineteenth century.10
Unsurprisingly, studies of eighteenth-century Scottish theology have tended to focus on the
more influential Church of Scotland.11 Works on the episcopalians often prioritise politics, or
discuss liturgical changes without reference to their theological framework.12 Admittedly,
episcopalian theological debates did not always make it into print. Of the three most
significant episcopalian tracts on the intermediate state, two are in manuscript, and are
practically unknown.13 Nevertheless, the intermediate state had real and lasting importance
for episcopalian communities. The idea was particularly contentious in the 1720s and 1730s,
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when it was tied to fraught debates about the practice of praying for the dead. Bishops,
presbyters and congregations were drawn into a process of negotiation about the nature of
Scottish episcopalianism. The concepts of an intermediate state and prayer for the dead
emerged triumphant, reflecting the development of a more distinctive theological and
liturgical identity.
The intermediate state was particularly interesting to episcopalians, but it also had
broader relevance. While the debates among the episcopalians point to the evolution of an
increasingly well defined episcopalian identity, the cases of presbyterian interest reflect an
opposite process: as the Church of Scotland fragmented, there was growing scope for
individuals to develop their own theologies, independently of kirk teaching. In the 1720s the
Church of Scotland minister William Ogilvie set out his concept of an intermediate state. He
employed a rather unusual medium: an account of his alleged meetings with the ghost of
Thomas Maxwell, the Laird of Cool. This work later had wide circulation as a chapbook.
Ghost stories were traditionally used to explore the nature of death and the afterlife, and
Ogilvie’s account capitalised on the popularity of the genre. Chapbooks might not always
have been read as serious theological documents, but Ogilvie certainly impressed some of his
audience. In the eyes of Elizabeth Steuart, he provided the elucidation the christian world had
been waiting for, and she produced her own edition of the story. The doctrine of an
intermediate state was also espoused by other presbyterians from the late eighteenth century,
whether because it was considered scriptural, or because it offered a more sympathetic view
of the afterlife than the calvinist binary of predesintation. For eighteenth-century Scots of all
religious persuasions, the intermediate state became a justifiable belief. Debates regarding an
intermediate state reveal the evolution of eighteenth-century religious culture, and point to
the often unappreciated layers of complexity in protestant understandings of the afterlife.
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I

Although the early protestants cast out purgatory, there was no clear consensus on the fate of
the soul after death. Martin Luther did not initially criticise purgatory as a doctrine, but only
the venality surrounding it. By the mid-1520s he was denouncing purgatory, and proposing
instead that the soul lingered in a state of insensibility until all souls were resurrected for the
Last Judgement.14 This notion of ‘soul sleep’ was rejected by later Lutheran theologians, and
attacked by Calvin in his Psychopannychia (1534). Calvin argued that the soul had a
conscious existence in the period between death and the Resurrection. The souls of the elect
resided in Abraham’s Bosom, a stepping stone on the way to heaven.15 This view was
common among the early church fathers.16 Calvin was less clear regarding the souls of
reprobates, but suggested that they, too, were kept waiting:

The lot of the reprobate is doubtless the same as that which Jude assigns to the
devils: to be held in chains until they are dragged to the punishment appointed for
them [Jude 6].17

Calvin’s vision of an intermediate state was clearly distinct from purgatory. There was no
possibility that souls might progress from Abraham’s Bosom to heaven before the Last
Judgement, and he opposed prayer for the dead. Nevertheless, his theology proved
uncomfortable for later protestant thinkers. Historians are divided regarding the Church of
England’s view on this matter, but the idea of a waiting ground for souls certainly met with
opposition. According to Peter Marshall, English reformers recognised that the early fathers
had differentiated Abraham’s Bosom and heaven, but preferred to use the terms
synonymously.18 For Robert Prichard, it was an issue that split the reformers. He argues that
5

in the period from 1558 to 1660, conformists argued for an intermediate state of rest for the
soul, whereas puritans ridiculed the idea. After the Restoration, ‘those who remained in the
Church of England became more insistent on the intermediate period of waiting’.19 William
M. Spellman provides an interesting analysis of latitudinarian approaches to the intermediate
state, but confines the discussion to the seventeenth century, writing of the ‘unmourned
passing of pareschatology’ towards the end of the century.20 For Philip Almond and Laurie
Throness, who focus primarily on the eighteenth century, most anglicans believed in a middle
state.21 This intermediate state was in the calvinist tradition: a waiting ground for souls. A few
individuals—such as Henry Hallywell—argued for a more purgatorial intermediate state,
which allowed souls to progress and improve themselves, but this was very much a minority
viewpoint.22
The Scottish orthodoxy was more straightforward. Although Scotland followed
calvinist theology, most presbyterian theologians did not even acknowledge that Abraham’s
Bosom and heaven might be differentiated. Robert Rollock (1555–99), whom David Mullan
describes as ‘perhaps Scotland’s pre-eminent theologian during the first eighty years of the
Reformed kirk’, made no mention of Abraham’s Bosom.23 He rejected the idea that the soul
would sleep after death, insisting that ‘the soule lives, and sleepes not; it lives and shall live,
in dispyte of all the world, either in paine, or, pleasure, for ever’. He also explained that souls
could live only in either heaven or hell, which were therefore the only possible destinations
after death.24 The minister and Glasgow university professor Zachary Boyd (1585–1653)
noted that angels would carry the soul to Abraham’s Bosom after death, but was using the
term to mean heaven: he also explained that the Lord would ‘[send] his messenger Death for
to fetch their Soules from their bodies ... unto his heavenlie Mansions, there for to banquet
eternallie at his Table with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob’.25 The Westminster Confession of
Faith, which was adopted by the Church of Scotland in 1647, was explicit on this question:
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The bodies of men after death return to dust, & see corruption: but their souls
(which neither die nor sleep) having an immortal subsistence, immediately return
to God who gave them. The souls of the righteous, being then made perfect in
holiness, are received into the highest heavens, where they behold the face of God
in light and glory, waiting for the full redemption of their bodies: and the souls of
the wicked are cast into Hell, where they remain in torments and utter darkness,
reserved to the judgment of the great day. Beside these two places for souls
separated from their bodies, the Scripture acknowledgeth none.26

Presbyterian sermons and religious texts from the later seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
generally followed this pattern: the soul faced an immediate judgement after death, then
proceeded to Abraham’s Bosom (heaven) or hell.27 Some authors mentioned the early fathers’
belief in an intermediate state or prayer for the dead, but dismissed it as a mistake.28
While the presbyterian orthodoxy was securely established, episcopalian culture was
more open to alternative eschatologies. John Forbes of Corse (1593–1648), one of the group
of theologians known as the Aberdeen doctors, was chair of divinity at King’s College from
1620. He underlined the early fathers’ belief in a separate state for souls in his Instructiones
Historico-Theologicae de Doctrina Christiana (1645). However, he was not prepared to
suggest that the living might influence the state of the dead, declaring that it is ‘not safe for us
to imitate the ancients’ by praying for departed souls.29 His distant kinsman, the bishop
William Forbes (1586–1684), was more adventurous. Forbes graduated from Marischal
College in 1601, and served as a minister in Aberdeen from about 1614. In 1618 he advocated
for kneeling at communion before the General Assembly in Perth, and in the same year he
defended prayer for the dead in a formal debate with Principal Andrew Aidie of Marischal
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College. James Cooper and David Mullan note that although his views ‘would scarcely have
been tolerated elsewhere in Scotland’, they found favour in Aberdeen: Aidie was compelled
to resign in 1620, and was replaced by Forbes. Forbes went on to become bishop of
Edinburgh in 1634, but died soon afterwards.30 In 1658 his manuscripts were published by
Thomas Sydserf, exiled bishop of Galloway, under the title Considerationes Modestae et
Pacificae. This work trod a middle ground between catholicism and protestantism.31 Forbes
rejected the notion of purgatorial fire, but wrote sympathetically of the early church fathers’
belief in a resting ground before the Last Judgement, where souls were ‘detained in certain
hidden receptacles, either heavenly or exterior to Heaven’. He also suggested that the prayers
of the living might help the dead to have their sins forgiven.32
According to Douglas Kornahrens’s reading, prayer for the dead was generally
accepted by Scottish episcopalians thereafter: ‘In terms of published work ... John Forbes of
Corse is the one dissenting voice in the tradition of Scottish Episcopacy from the seventeenth
century onwards’.33 In fact, most episcopalians remained opposed to the practice. In the early
decades of the seventeenth century, conformist ministers including Andrew Strachan, William
Birnie and William Guild refuted prayer for the dead in print.34 Guild (as well as other
writers, such as William Struthers) also rejected the idea of a middle state, declaring:

wee have onlie two places mentionate in Scripture, whither soules goe
immediatelie after death, to wit, a place of Comfort, which is Heaven, to the
godlie; and a place of Torment, which is Hell, to the Wicked.35

Despite the publication of Forbes’s Considerationes, discussion of the issue largely subsided
in the second half of the seventeenth century, when episcopalians produced little theological
writing. One exception was Gilbert Burnet (1643–1715), a Scotsman who became bishop of
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Salisbury. Burnet recognised that the early fathers had prayed for the dead, but considered the
practice unscriptural and reminiscent of purgatory, concluding that it was ‘no Imputation on
our Church, that we do not in this follow a groundless, and a much abused Precedent, though
set us in Ages which we highly reverence’.36 With regard to an intermediate state he wrote:

The Scripture speaks to us of two States after this Life, of Happiness, and Misery;
and as it divides all Mankind into good and bad ... so it proposes always the end
of the one to be everlasting Happiness, and the end of the other to be everlasting
Punishment, without the least hint of any middle State after Death.37

Overall, prayer for the dead and the intermediate state were recognised concepts in the
seventeenth century, but were broadly rejected, within episcopalian as well as presbyterian
culture. It was in the first few decades of the eighteenth century that the episcopalian
orthodoxy began to change.
In England around 1716, a dispute became prominent among the nonjurors, those
bishops who denied the legitimacy of the government established after the 1688–9 revolution.
This dispute centred around whether the communion office should include certain
ceremonies, known as usages, which had been practices in the first five centuries of
christianity. Prayer for the dead was one. The others were the mixed chalice (water mixed
with wine in the eucharistic cup); an explicit epiclesis (or invocation of the Holy Ghost) in
the prayer of consecration; and the prayer of oblation immediately after the prayer of
consecration. The usages had been included in the 1549 Book of Common Prayer, but were
judged unscriptural and removed from the 1552 and 1662 versions of the prayer book.38 On
the subject of prayer for the dead, the 1549 book included the line ‘Let us pray for the whole
state of Christ’s church’. The 1552 version was amended to exclude prayer for departed souls,
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proclaiming instead ‘Let us pray for the whole state of Christ’s Church militant here in earth’.
The Scottish Book of Common Prayer, controversially imposed in 1637, included two of the
usages (the prayers of oblation and invocation), but followed the 1552 book in the prayer for
Christ’s church.39 The revisions of the prayer book demonstrate that the usages had long been
a controversial subject, but it was only in the 1710s and 1720s that they caused serious
ruptures within religious communities. The English nonjurors split into two camps, the
‘usagers’ and the ‘non-usagers’. The usagers could count among their number three eminent
Scottish divines, all of whom were living in England when the controversy was at its height:
Archibald Campbell (c.1669–1744), James Gadderar (c.1655–1733) and Thomas Rattray of
Craighall (1684–1743).40
The dispute soon spread north of the border, spurred on by the efforts of Campbell,
Gadderar and Rattray. In the years immediately following the 1707 Union, some Scottish
episcopalians adopted the English Prayer Book, and occasionally altered it to bring the
Communion Rite in line with the 1637 version.41 The 1637 Prayer Book was reprinted in
1712, and editions of the Scottish Communion Office were later published separately as ‘wee
bookies’. The first appeared in 1722, giving the liturgy as it appeared in the 1637 book.42 The
prayers of invocation and oblation thus filtered into mainstream Scottish episcopalian culture.
The usages were popular in the north-east, but staunchly opposed in the capital. In 1721 the
Aberdeen clergy elected Campbell as their bishop. The Edinburgh-based College of Bishops,
established as a governing body in the previous year, refused to ratify the appointment unless
Campbell would promise not to make liturgical innovations. Campbell refused, but held that
his election was binding, and sent Gadderar to officiate over the region in his stead.43 The
issue lay dormant until February 1723, when the College ordered all episcopalian ministers to
sign a declaration stating that they did not support the usages. By July they still had no
subscribed formulas from Aberdeen.44 The College and Gadderar reached a compromise the
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following year: Gadderar could not openly promote the usages, but he was permitted to use
the Scottish liturgy and to provide the mixed chalice privately. The College underlined that
the words ‘militant here in earth’ were never to be omitted from the prayer for Christ’s
church, however. This could be classed as a partial victory for the anti-usages party (indeed,
Campbell considered Gadderar’s acquiescence a betrayal of the usagers’ cause), but the
College bishops were fighting a losing battle.45 By the terms of a 1731 concordat, all
episcopalian ministers were permitted to use either the Scottish or English prayer book,
implicitly sanctioning the prayers of invocation and oblation.46 Thereafter, the 1735 edition of
the prayer book included the line ‘Let us pray for the whole state of Christ’s Church’ without
the addendum ‘militant here in earth’. The same pattern was followed in the 1764 liturgy,
which was adopted as standard by the church.47
The usages controversy was entangled with debates surrounding an intermediate state.
As Campbell phrased it, ‘Prayers for the Dead suppose a Middle State, and a Middle State
supposeth Prayers for the Dead’.48 The year 1721 saw the publication of Campbell’s The
Doctrines of the Middle State between Death and the Resurrection. This was a revised and
expanded edition of a work he had first published anonymously in 1713, under the title Some
Primitive Doctrines Reviv’d: Or the Intermediate or Middle State of Departed Souls (as to
Happiness or Misery) before the Day of Judgment. The book set out Campbell’s vision of the
intermediate state, or Hades. Campbell argued that the Roman Catholic doctrines of
purgatory and limbo (limbus patrum) originated from the doctrine of Hades, but were
corruptions of it. He clarified that whereas purified souls could move from purgatory to
heaven, all souls were contained in Hades until the Last Judgement.49 However, Campbell’s
depiction of Hades included decidedly purgatorial elements. He explained that there were
different mansions appointed for the righteous and the damned. The souls of the worst sinners
were sent to the left, to await their final descent into hell. Those who repented on their
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deathbeds went to the lower mansions on the right, their fate uncertain. Those who repented
earlier, but did not have time to establish a fully virtuous life, were carried by angels to the
right. From there they could progress, through a process of ‘purgation and purification’, to
higher mansions.50 This process involved some suffering, but it was ‘a Pleasure though a
Torment’, quite distinct from the punishment of the damned.51 Pure souls travelled directly to
the highest mansions, Paradise (or Abraham’s Bosom), where they could rest secure in the
assurance that they would progress to heaven at the Last Judgement. Campbell argued that
christians should pray for the last three groups of souls.52 Thereafter, he justified his vision of
Hades in three lengthy sections. First he drew on scriptural passages from the old and new
testaments. Next he presented evidence from early church fathers, including Clement of
Rome, Justine Martyr, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Lactantius and
Augustine. Lastly he turned to the ‘Judgement of several Great and Learned Protestant
Divines, since the Reformation’.53 Most of Campbell’s authorities here were Englishmen, but
he cited Calvin and William Forbes. Campbell also devoted an appendix to Christ’s descent
into hell—or, as he would have it, Hades.54
Although he forsook anonymity in the second edition of the work, Campbell was not
expecting it to be well received. He predicted that the book would be roundly condemned as
part of an over-zealous reaction against anything reminiscent of popery.55 Nevertheless, he
endeavoured to engage a broad audience. He frequently discussed the attitudes and beliefs of
the Church of England, but also addressed the Scottish presbyterians, and included Calvin
‘for the sake of those who are fond of his Authority’.56 In addition, he made efforts to
circulate his books. The Scottish bishop Henry Christie noted in a letter to fellow bishop John
Falconer that ‘Mr Campbele did me the favour to send me the Middle State’.57 The letter is
undated, but as Christie died in 1718 it clearly refers to the first edition of the work. In
August 1721 Campbell wrote to John Fullarton, the primus of the episcopal church, with the
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news that ‘I lately sent you one of my Books of the Midle State etc’. Presumably this was the
recently published second edition of the work. Campbell also noted that he had sent a copy to
every member of the Scottish College of Bishops—even though, as he pettishly recorded,
three of them had never written to him regarding their election.58 John Arbuthnott, the fifth
Viscount of Arbuthnott, kept Campbell up to date with the reception of his work. In May
1723 he wrote: ‘in Scotland they complain that they cannot get copies of your book to buy &
others that they cannot get the copies they have subscribed’.59 In November he declared that
the lawyer John Ogilvie of Balbegno:

is a great admirer of your book & of the doctrines advanced in it, he therefore
desires you to send him 20 or 30 Copies & he is to dispose of them for your
behoof.60

This Campbell duly did, although as of March 1725, Ogilvie had ‘had but indifferent success
in disposing of them’.61 This was probably in part because the book’s price tag put it out of
the reach of most Scots. A member of the Scots guards, Colonel Scot, paid thirteen shillings
and two pence; James Graham, Duke of Montrose, seems to have bought two copies, and
paid the substantial sum of two guineas (twenty-one shillings apiece).62
The episcopalian community had mixed opinions regarding Campbell’s book. Henry
Christie was uneasy, writing to Falconer that ‘however true the Doctrine he advances may be,
there was no necessity for publishing it at this time’.63 John Fullarton replied to Campbell in
March 1722, some seven months after Campbell noted the dispatch of his book. He thanked
Campbell for a ‘valuable book’, but added ominously: ‘God forbid you should have the least
thought of comming down hie to sow sedition and raise a flam amongst us which could not
but end wi our ruin’.64 The next month Campbell was complaining to the Aberdeen divines
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George and James Garden about the College, asserting that they were using his defence of
‘Purification after Death, A Midle State & Prayer for the Dead’ as an excuse to attack him.65
North of Edinburgh, however, Campbell’s work met with a more favourable response. George
Garden, writing to Robert Keith in 1721, said of Campbell’s book:

I do very much esteem it ... so that I am very hopefull that it may be of good Use
to open the Eyes of many, & to let them see what it is to be a true Christian & to
be indeed truly regenerated & born again wch if begun here must certainly be
advanced & perfected hereafter.66

Campbell’s fellow usagers probably helped to promote his ideas. In 1723 the presbyterian
Robert Wodrow wrote to a fellow minister: ‘I hear from the North that Bishop Gatherer has
been a second time there propagating his high flying Popish notions of real presence, middle
state, &c, from Bishop Campbell’s book’.67
Campbell’s work is best discussed alongside the two other episcopalian tracts on Hades
from this period. The first of these tracts was by Thomas Rattray, one of Campbell’s fellow
usagers. Rattray was a prominent theologian, and was appointed bishop of Dunkeld in 1732
and primus of the Scottish episcopal church in 1738. His tract was identified, and first
discussed, by Douglas Kornahrens.68 It takes the form of a letter of around 20,000 words, and
an appendix in the region of 5,000 words. It is addressed only to ‘Sir’, and was ostensibly
written in response to an enquiry Rattray had received. The letter was preserved by Bishop
Alexander Jolly (1756–1838), who writes that his copy was transcribed from that of Bishop
Alexander—presumably John Alexander, who succeeded Rattray as bishop of Dunkeld in
1743.69 It is undated, but as Kornahrens argues, it may well come from late in Rattray’s
career (perhaps the 1740s), given the ‘depth of thought and richness of reference’.70 Rattray
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set out five propositions:

Prop I. That the Body is not a thing adventitious to the Soul, a Prison fitted only
to it’s degenerate State, as the ancient Philosophers, who dreamed of a State of
Pre-existence, imagined; but is indeed an essential, constituent Part of the Man....
Prop. II. That the proper Rewards & Punishments proposed by the Christian
Religion, are not to take place, till after the Resurrection, & general Judgement....
Prop. III. That in the Interval betwixt Death & the Resurrection, the Soul is not in
a State of Insensibility; but remains in certain invisible Regions in a separate
State, expecting the Resurrection & Judgment....
Prop. IV. That the Christian Virtues are necessary, not only to entitle us to the
Kingdom of Heaven, as the Reward promised on account of our obedience to the
Commands of God injoining them; but farther also as Qualifications to dispose &
fit us for the Enjoyment of the same....
Prop. V. That the Habits contracted in this life, & with which we depart out of it,
are not extinguished altogether by Death, but that we carry them along with us
into the State of Separation.71

Rattray used the first proposition to demonstrate that there could be no judgement
immediately after death. It was the whole man, body and soul, that was to be judged.
Therefore man could not be properly rewarded or punished until his body and soul were
reunited at the Last Judgement.72 In the meantime, souls were contained in Hades. Rattray’s
depiction of Hades was similar to Campbell’s. The righteous went to mansions on the right,
and the damned to the left. In the highest mansions on the right the light of Christ shone
continually, and souls were assured that they would pass on to heaven. Souls that were
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‘darkened by the Remains of their Passions, & evil habits not thoroughly mortified’ were kept
in lower mansions. The light of Christ shone more faintly there, and the souls might be in a
state of suspense regarding their ultimate fate.73 Like Campbell, Rattray argued that ‘the
Remains of our evil Habits ... must be purged off after Death’, and that there was
consequently a ‘Progressive Advancement, in the after state’.74 He supported these
propositions through reference to the teachings of the early church, including the ‘universal
Practice of the whole Catholick Church from the Beginning; of praying for their deceased
Brethren’.75 He also drew on scripture and the judgement of more recent theologians.
The other tract was by George Innes (1717–81). Innes worked as a minister at Forres
from 1742 to 1761, and in Aberdeen thereafter. He served as bishop of Brechin from 1778.
His tract is about ten thousand words in length, and is entitled The Primitive Doctrine: A
Middle State of Happiness or Misery between Death & the Resurrection, Illustrated & Proved
from the Holy Scriptures, & Shown to be Utterly Inconsistent with the Popish Doctrine of
Purgatory. It is undated, but Bishop Jolly, who preserved it, states that it was produced in
Innes’s ‘younger years’.76 It almost certainly pre-dates 1764, as Innes provides a quotation
from the Scots Communion Office that matches the 1637/1735 editions, but differs slightly
from that of 1764. The other clue regarding dating is Innes’s statement that ‘There is at
present a prodigious Outcry raised against most of the Episcopal Clergy in this Kingdom as if
they wanted to re-establish Popery’, and that ‘The Crime alledged is that they maintain an
intermediate or Middle State of happiness & misery, between Death & the Resurrection, & in
consequence of that pray for the Dead’.77 Debate over the middle state seems to have peaked
in the 1740s. Innes also attested that:

it is frequently urged by our Adversaries, that this Doctrine of a Middle State is
quite unknown to the Church of England, that the Non-jurors in Scotland are the
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only Persons who maintain it, in order to have the way for bringing back
Popery.78

This may have been a response to a 1743 pamphlet by James Dundass (discussed below),
which argued that the Church of England opposed prayer for the dead and the middle state.79
Innes’s overall aim was to demonstrate that the ‘truly primitive & Catholick Doctrine of
a Middle State’ was distinct from purgatory. Good souls, he explained, were held in ‘a
Mansion of Bliss & Happiness, Rest & Refreshment allotted for the Righteous, called in
Scripture Paradise & Abraham’s Bosom’. Wicked souls were held in a prison, where they
were ‘exposed to the violence of evil Spirits’, and kept until the Last Day ‘in Anguish &
Misery’.80 Innes did not seem to espouse Campbell and Rattray’s purgatorial vision of the
intermediate state, however. There was no mention of post-mortem progression, and he
clarified that the righteous would not be subject to any torments after death.81 He supported
his vision of the intermediate state with scriptural evidence, as well as by showing that ‘this
Doctrine of a Middle State has been taught & acknowledged by several very eminent Divines
of the Church of England’. He also presented Calvin’s view on Abraham’s Bosom, ‘for the
sake of those presbyterians, who pretend an extraordinary Regard for their Father Jo:
Calvin’.82 Finally, he argued for the lawfulness of prayer for the dead. He clarified that prayer
for the dead was not to help the dead progress, but rather was to beseech God to hasten the
Last Judgement, so that the dead could be admitted ‘into the full Enjoyment & blissful
Presence of Almighty God in the highest heavens’.83 Innes’s vision of Hades was not as
unorthodox as Campbell’s and Rattray’s, but for opponents of the middle state it made little
difference. The notion of an intermediate state was associated with catholicism, regardless of
whether or not souls were allowed to progress.
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Why did Campbell, Rattray and Innes produce these texts? In the eyes of their
adversaries, it was popery. Crawford Gribben feels similarly, describing the eighteenthcentury debates over prayer for the dead as ‘neo-Catholicism’.84 This argument is not
particularly convincing, however. Innes viewed Hades as a preservative against catholicism,
declaring that it ‘quite destroys the Popish Purgatory’.85 Campbell carefully distinguished
between Hades and purgatory, and as an appendix to his book, supplied six treatises attacking
Roman catholic theology. Nor were these tracts an attempt to garner more followers. As we
shall see, congregations were apt to reject liturgical innovations. An intermediate state that
allowed for post-mortem progression was a more sympathetic doctrine than a binary division
between righteous and sinners. Campbell noted that immediate passage to heaven or hell
would ‘send Millions of [impure] Souls into Damnation even after true Repentance, which I
doubt not shall be saved’. But when explaining why the doctrine ought to be promoted, he
focused instead on the scriptural basis of the intermediate state, the authority of patristic
sources, and the challenge to catholic notions of purgatory.86 Rattray and Innes were similarly
motivated primarily by theological conviction, stemming from their biblical scholarship and
veneration for the early church fathers. Returning to the practices of the primitive church was
a way of demonstrating the purity of episcopalianism. Innes asked his readers to consider
‘Whether it is safer to follow the Judgement & Practice of the whole Church of Christ, in the
first & purest Ages, or the opinion of John Calvin?’87 Episcopalian culture was traditionally
reverent of the early church fathers.88 As we have seen, John Forbes of Corse and William
Forbes took a particular interest in patristic sources. In the eighteenth century there was a
fresh surge of enthusiasm for primitive practices. This aligns with the broader episcopalian
interest in restoring the past, whether politically or theologically. However, it was not only a
backwards-looking project. Discussions of an intermediate state were a way of formulating a
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specifically episcopalian eschatology, based on patristic sources rather than Calvin or Knox,
and carefully distinguished from either catholicism or presbyterianism.
Debates over prayer for the dead and an intermediate state also reached congregations.
In 1727 James Raitt (c.1689–1777) became embroiled in a dispute with Bishop John
Ochterlony, his joint incumbent at the Seagate Chapel in Dundee. Raitt was a supporter of the
usages; Ochterlony, and the greater part of the Seagate congregation, were opposed. Raitt
removed to Yeaman Shore with his followers, and thereafter there were two episcopal
congregations in Dundee.89 Conflict flared up again after Ochterlony’s death in 1742. In 1745
the ‘Gentlemen of the Seagate Congregation’ published a detailed account of this dispute.
Their tract offers interesting insights into the attitude of laypeople regarding questions of
doctrine and ecclesiastical authority. It began with a condemnation of doctrines ‘not founded
on Scripture, but upon Tradition and Custom only’, as well as a declaration that the Church of
England is ‘the most pure and primitive, of any Church in the World’.90 The work then
explained that after Ochertlony’s death, the congregation appointed William Robertson
(c.1700–c.1750) as their new minister. They soon found that they had been ‘deceived and
abused’ in his character: Robertson was a usager.91 He began by omitting the words ‘militant
here in earth’ from the prayer for Christ’s church. The congregation objected. After Robertson
asserted that he could not include the words because ‘his Conscience forbade him’, they
reluctantly agreed to the change, on the condition that Robertson would not introduce any
further liturgical modifications. Despite making a promise to this effect before all the heads
of the families, Robertson went on to omit the commemorative clause when administering
communion to himself (which accorded with the Scottish rather than the English liturgy), and
to invoke the Holy Ghost during the prayer of consecration.92 He also made attempts to
reunite the Seagate congregation with Raitt’s followers at Yeaman Shore, and succeeded in
obtaining an assurance (later rescinded) that he and Raitt might preach to one another’s
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congregations.93
The congregation’s rebellion was conducted in stages. First they sent their elected
managers to Robertson, urging him to follow the English liturgy. They presented arguments
from scripture: when Robertson suggested that the saints in Heaven prayed for the living,
they countered with Isaiah 63:16 (‘Abraham be ignorant of us’), and declared that
Robertson’s theology was a foundation ‘for that most absurd Doctrine of the Papists, the
Invocation of Saints’.94 One gentlewoman took matters into her own hands; when James Raitt
gave her the eucharistic bread without the commemorative clause, she said it herself. On
being accused of trying to govern their superiors, the managers declared that they ‘did not
pretend to prescribe Rules’, but that ‘the Conditions we claimed were what the Church
ordered’.95 After several arguments, the congregation finally presented Robertson with a
sederunt, declaring that they would not recognise his authority unless he agreed to use the
English liturgy. When Robertson still refused to submit, they invited David Fife to become
their new minister. Raitt, who had become Bishop of Brechin in 1742, announced that he
would proceed against Fife if he settled in the region.96 The congregation ignored his protests,
and on 24 July 1743 a tense scene played out. Robertson, arriving at the church in his gown
as usual, found David Fife installed in his pulpit. He turned and left, and thereafter devoted
his services to Raitt’s congregation. Raitt officially discharged Fife, but the latter declared
that he ‘by no means reckoned himself under any Obligation to obey’, as Raitt was
‘heterodox in his Principles, and schismatical in his Practices’.97 On 12 August 1743 the
congregation dispatched a defiant letter repudiating Raitt’s authority. Eight days later a group
of five bishops (Raitt included) established themselves as a regular synod during a meeting in
Edinburgh. They upheld Fife’s deposition, a decision the congregation decried as stemming
from ‘real Prejudice and Partiality’.98 In defiance of Robertson, Raitt, and the synod, the
congregation maintained Fife as their minister until 1745, when the Jacobite uprising and
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subsequent penal laws curtailed the conflict. The Seagate Chapel was closed in 1746, and the
congregation joined a qualified chapel in 1749.99
In an appendix, the congregation’s tract set out a further objection to Robertson’s
ministry, on top of his support for the Scottish liturgy. He was said to have asked a
gentlewoman of his congregation about her belief regarding the fate of departed souls. She
declared that the righteous went directly to heaven upon death. Robertson then argued for an
intermediate state, which she retorted was a way to ‘dress up old Purgatory to us again’.100
The tract noted that the doctrine of a middle state was set out in Archibald Campbell’s book.
After summarising Campbell’s teachings, it declared that ‘there will be found a pretty near
Affinity betwixt this Doctrine and that of Purgatory’. It added that scripture acknowledged
only two destinations for departed souls: heaven and hell.101 In a 1743 pamphlet in support of
the Seagate congregation, the episcopalian minister James Dundass of Rossie and Longforgan
(c.1681–1751) recognised the importance of this issue. As well as arguing that the
intermediate state was unknown to the English church, Dundass proclaimed that the ancients’
belief in Abraham’s Bosom, Paradise or Hades as a stepping stone to heaven was a
‘groundless Conceit’, and that biblical references to ‘the Bosom of Abraham’ meant only
heaven.102 An anonymous 1744 pamphlet, generally attributed to Raitt, countered with a
defence for prayer for the dead. Like Innes, Raitt held that the condition of the soul was ‘fixt
and unalterable to all Eternity’, but argued that an intermediate state where souls awaited
judgement had always been taught by the ‘ablest and best’ reformed divines.103 While the
Seagate case was not only about prayer for the dead and an intermediate state, these were
central elements of the debate. Robertson’s defiance in the face of his congregation’s
objections, and the congregation’s rebellion, demonstrate the emphasis that both ministers
and laypeople placed on doctrinal correctness. The congregation themselves declared that ‘it
is no Wonder that Mankind should be solicitous about a Business of so great Importance’.104
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In subsequent decades, episcopalian theological debate lost much of its vibrancy. By
the penal laws of 1746 and 1748, nonjuring episcopalian ministers could only preach to four
people at a time. They could not perform marriages or baptisms, and episcopalian laymen
were prohibited from holding public office. Qualified status was open only to clergy ordained
in England or Ireland (and thus outside of the authority of the Scottish bishops). The divide
between north and south, apparent in the conflict between the Aberdeen bishops and the
Edinburgh College, became even more entrenched. The south was dominated by the
qualified, ‘English’ chapels; nonjurors remained in the north-east.105 Doctrinally, too, there
was a divide. The English chapels spurned the Scottish prayer book. Norman Sievewright
(1728–90), minister of an English congregation in Brechin from 1749 to 1790, expressed the
dominant view in a 1767 tract. Sievewright considered the usages to be ‘heretical’. He
denounced the ‘uselessness and vanity’ of praying for departed souls, and criticised Raitt’s
and Rattray’s defences of the practice.106 The souls of the faithful, he insisted, went directly
to heaven after death.107
However, for the surviving nonjuring communities, the 1764 communion office
solidified the place of prayer for the dead as a standard tenet of faith. According to the bishop
Patrick Torry, of the fifty-eight non-juring congregations who held weekly services around
the end of the eighteenth century, all but one used the 1764 communion office.108
Furthermore, while the idea that souls could progress after death remained controversial,
there was widespread support for an intermediate state that merely housed the souls of the
righteous and damned. A 1765 catechism, reprinted in 1791 and attributed to George Innes,
presented Hades as ‘that invisible Place, were departed Souls are kept from Death to
Judgment’.109 (An accusatory scrawl on the cover of the British Library’s edition identifies it
as ‘episcopalian – almost Popish’.) Another 1791 catechism also discussed Hades, dividing it
into two mansions: Abraham’s Bosom and Tartarus.110 The catechism emphasised that
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nobody could move between these mansions, but gave a favourable account of prayer for the
dead.111 John Skinner, primus of the Scottish episcopal church from 1788 to 1816, defended
the middle state in response to Norman Sievewright’s attacks. In a published sermon, he
described Hades as an intermediate holding ground for souls.112 William Abernethy
Drummond, bishop of Edinburgh in the late eighteenth century, seems to have likewise been
sympathetic towards the doctrine. In 1745 he asked Bishop John Alexander to visit, and
added:

I beg the favour that you’ll bring in your Cloath bag some sermons as you
promised me – the subjects I prefer are. Baptism, Confirmation, passive
obedience, Death, judgement, the middle state &c.113

In the 1780s the concept of the intermediate state was exported over the Atlantic. Samuel
Seabury was consecrated in Aberdeen in 1784, becoming the first American episcopal bishop.
His edition of the Communion Office was published in New London (Connecticut) two years
later. It was based on the Scottish liturgy, and included the prayer ‘for the whole state of
Christ’s church’. In addition, Seabury wrote in support of the intermediate state, directing
interested readers to the first edition of Campbell’s work.114
After the penal laws were relaxed in 1792, qualified (English) congregations merged
with the Scottish congregations. In the south especially, some of the old nonjuring
congregations replaced the Scottish communion service with the English version.115
However, as episcopalianism recovered in the nineteenth century, the 1764 liturgy remained
hugely influential.116 It formed the basis of the 1929 version, still in use, which includes
prayer for the faithful departed. The intermediate state was also taught in nineteenth-century
episcopalian sermons and periodicals.117
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As a doctrine, the intermediate state thus emerged triumphant from the controversies of
the first half of the eighteenth century. In explaining this success, we might look back to
1689. After disestablishment, Scottish bishops were effectively free to make theological
innovations without reference to higher authorities, despite their allegiance to the Stuart
pretenders.118 Loss of membership was also an important factor. Although episcopalians had
been drifting away from the Westminster Confession since the Restoration, there was a limit
to how far controversial ideas could develop when the church was catering to large swathes
of Scottish society.119 By the 1720s, when only truly committed episcopalians remained in the
ranks, there was more scope to evolve an eschatology that—for most Scots—reeked of
popery. Congregations might still resist doctrinal modifications, but after 1748, even they
were disbanded. These points perhaps explain why the usages party had more practical
impact in Scotland than in England. Although the debates began south of the border, by the
late eighteenth century the usages were viewed as a Scottish tradition.120 Andrew L.
Drummond and James Bulloch write that by 1792 the Scottish bishops ‘found themselves
presiding over the last fragments of what had once been a great cause’, a church that a
character of Walter Scott’s described as ‘but the shadow of a shade’.121 It is true that the
church was in a very difficult position, but presenting it as the mere echo of what it had once
been is somewhat misleading. The church underwent a process of reshaping over the course
of the eighteenth century, making theological and liturgical modifications that had an
enduring influence. By the end of the period, Scottish episcopalianism had a more clearly
defined identity, and the doctrine of the intermediate state had an established place within one
branch of protestant culture.
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II

The episcopalian debates on an intermediate state attracted some wider attention. For
presbyterians, they furnished an easy point of criticism. An anonymous 1724 pamphlet,
attributed to Edinburgh minister and General Assembly moderator James Smith, accused
‘many’ of the episcopalians of leaning towards ‘Popish doctrines’, including ‘that there is an
intermediate State of departed Souls betwixt Heaven and Hell, and consequently that there is
Place to pray for the Dead’.122 A 1732 work by an anonymous Church of Scotland minister
criticised patronage, claiming that it created a superior class of christians, and seemed to
make a snide reference to Campbell’s book in the process:

some Protestant Heritors among us may be fond of this middle State betwixt
Church-Officers and Christian People, and may possibly improve it as an
Argument for that middle State in another World, they are lately become so fond
of.

The author clarified that he was referring to the episcopalians, adding that ‘our honest
presbyterian Heritors’ would resist inclusion in such a crowd.123 The widely read John
Willison lamented in 1744:

Ah, how wofully have [the Episcopal clergy] degenerated from the Principles and
Practice of their Fathers! ... being strongly attached to Jacobite Principles and a
Popish Pretender, they were thereby induced to entertain favourable Thoughts of
other Popish Superstitions and Errors, which at length many of them began to
vent and stand up for; such as, A middle State for Souls after Death, and Prayers
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for the Dead.124

Willison was based in Dundee, and so would have been aware of the recent disputes between
Raitt, Robertson and the Seagate congregation. Also from Dundee was John Glas, who was
deposed from the Church of Scotland in 1730, having founded the Glasite religious
movement five years previously. Although the Glasites sought to restore apostolic practices,
Glas opposed prayer for the dead.125 In 1745 he wrote that Hades was ‘no more the Name of
any Place with Gates, than it is the Name of a voracious Monster with insatiable Appetite and
wide extended Jaws’. Instead the term referred to ‘the State of the human Soul separate from
its own Body’. The souls of the righteous, he underlined, went to heaven after death.126
However, while the episcopalian debates were known to their own congregations and to
theological writers, it is unlikely that they had much broader reach. Reporting on his 1773
tour of Scotland with Samuel Johnson, James Boswell noted that the topic of the middle state
came up during dinner-time conversation with Elizabeth Hamilton, the duchess of Argyll.
Boswell and Johnson both seem to have believed in an intermediate state, and the latter
offered to procure a copy of Campbell’s book for the duchess.127 But it is highly doubtful that
Campbell’s work commonly cropped up over dinner tables, given the marginality of
eighteenth-century episcopalianism. There were, however, other means by which the concept
of the intermediate state took on greater social relevance. In the mid-eighteenth century it was
propounded in a popular chapbook, thus reaching a wider and more diverse audience. It also
won the support of a small number of presbyterian theologians. The remainder of this section
explores these discussions.
Theological speculation constituted one source of knowledge about the afterlife.
Another source was purported eye-witness accounts, including the testimony of ghosts.
Ghosts had largely been rejected by protestants after the reformation. James VI’s 1597
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Daemonologie recast ghosts as demons, and Scottish theologians tended to follow his lead.128
In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, however, there was renewed interest in
supernatural stories. This followed an English pattern: accounts of witches, ghosts, and other
supernatural phenomena were published as a defence against scepticism.129 Educated men
and women were prepared to treat ghost stories as legitimate sources of evidence. In fact,
Campbell and Rattray both made use of ghosts when defending the intermediate state.
Campbell wrote:

I desire all those who believe that several Dead People have appeared again, to
reconcile these Apparitions to the commonly received Doctrine of a Soul’s going
streight to the Beatifick Vision, or to Gehenna upon the Death of the Body, for it
is not easy for me to conceive, that a Wicked Soul is Released from the proper
Hell of Torment, once it is there, nor that a Happy Soul is turned out of Heaven,
and banished from the Beatifick Vision, to appear upon Earth again upon any
Occasion until the Resurrection.130

In his text on the intermediate state, Rattray suggested that the ‘haunting of Tombs’ could be
explained by the idea that dead souls remained attached to their old habits, and therefore
desired to enter human bodies.131 He also preserved a Perthshire ghost story, about a murderer
who was forced to linger in the form of a dog until he had persuaded a descendant to bury his
victim’s bones. Rattray wrote that the story ‘leaves (I think) no ground of doubt to any man of
sense’.132
Stories of the supernatural were often explicitly concerned with the nature of the
afterlife. Within popular tradition, it was commonly recognised that the souls of the dead
might end up in fairyland. Fairyland was distinct from either heaven or hell, but was often
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located within the same schema; by some traditions, a proportion of fairyland’s inhabitants
were swept away to hell each year.133 In his 1692 The Secret Commonwealth, the
episcopalian minister Robert Kirk recorded a folk belief that ‘Fayrie-hills’ were a dwellingplace of departed souls, in which they awaited the Last Judgement.134 Questioning the dead
about the nature of the afterlife was, moreover, a common trope in ghost stories. Some ghosts
refused to speak of what followed death; others professed to have come from heaven or hell.
Occasionally, ghosts gave more theologically dubious responses. A 1707 letter recorded an
English story that had been passed on by the minister Archibald Lundie of Saltoun,
Haddington. It concerned the ghost of a landlady, who appeared to ensure that a sum of her
money was donated to the poor. On being questioned, she explained that she had been to
neither heaven or hell, but was ‘under great horror’. She passed to heaven when the business
was resolved.135 In 1811 the author Anne MacVicar Grant reported a story about a sister who
was devastated by the death of her brother. She sat up every night to cry his name ‘in frantic
agony’. At length her brother appeared to her in his shroud, wet and shivering. He explained
he had a long journey to make ‘through dark and dreary ways’ before he could come to the
place of rest, and informed her that ‘every tear thou sheddest falls on this dark shroud without
drying’.136
Stories of this sort hinted that there was an intermediate state. In most cases, however,
this intermediate state was in the tradition of purgatory: souls journeyed through it on the way
to heaven. By contrast, there was one eighteenth-century ghost story that offered a detailed
and developed vision of the protestant conception of an intermediate state, where souls
awaited the Last Judgement. This story had the legitimisation of coming from a Church of
Scotland minister, and attained unprecedented levels of fame. It was penned by William
Ogilvie (c.1688–1729), who was most likely the son of a covenanter. After serving as
chaplain to the seventh dragoons in London, Ogilvie was admitted as minister of Innerwick,
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East Lothian, in 1715.137 The story described his meetings with the ghost of the Laird of
Cool. ‘Cool’ (also Coul, Cule or Cuil) was derived from the Gaelic cùil, meaning a corner or
nook, and several Scottish estates bore the title. This particular Cool was a small estate in the
parish of Buittle, Galloway. From 1715 its laird was Thomas Maxwell, a lawyer. He was said
to have a ‘tarnished’ reputation, having dealt dishonestly with his lands.138 He died in January
1722; by February 1723 there were reports that his ghost had appeared to his ex-servant,
William Sinclair.139 The story was said to have circulated all over Dumfries.140 Ogilvie
discussed it with a fellow minister, and later informed some of his brethren that he had
himself seen and conversed with the ghost.
The matter lay quiet until Ogilvie died in 1729. Then a manuscript account of his
dealings with the Laird of Cool’s ghost was found in his desk, along with the instruction that
it should be opened after his death. The manuscript was kept by the family, but a copy was
made by an Edinburgh printer, and finally published in 1750 in Newcastle. The first Scottish
edition was published in 1751, entitled A Copy of Several Conferences and Meetings, &c.
that Past betwixt the Reverend Mr. Ogilvie, Late Minister of the Gospel at Innerwick, and the
Ghost of Mr. Maxwel Late Laird of Cool.141 It described multiple meetings between the
minister and the ghost. Cool stated that he had defrauded men of money during his life, and
asked Ogilvie to explain his debts to his widow. Ogilvie objected, declaring that he would be
thought ‘brainsick and mad’, and that his fellow ministers would suspect him of holding
conferences with the devil.142 In defiance of traditional patterns for ghost stories, the
chapbook ended without any resolution for the unhappy spectre. Ogilvie did, however, take
the opportunity to question his ghostly visitor thoroughly regarding the estate of the dead.
Cool’s picture of the afterlife is a curious one. He explained that his body was ‘in the
Grave rotting’, but he had borrowed ‘such a Body as answers me in a Moment, for I can fly
as fast as my Soul can do without it’. His horse was his dead tenant Andrew Johnstoun.143 He
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refused to reveal whether he was in a state of happiness, but noted that he had not yet
appeared before God or received any judgement. Ogilvie reminded him that it was generally
believed that a private judgement took place immediately after death, before the Last
Judgement. Cool, however, objected:

No such Thing, no such Thing, no Tryal till the last Day: The Heaven which good
Men enjoy immediately after Death, consists only in the Serenity of their
Thoughts, the Satisfaction of a good Conscience, and the certain Hope they have
of an Eternity of Joy when that Day shall come. The Punishment or Hell of the
wicked immediately after Death, consists in the dreadful Things of their
awakened Conscience, and the Terror of facing the great Judge, and the sensible
Apprehensions of eternal Torments ensuing; and this bears still a due Proportion
to the Evils they have done, when they were living.144

While waiting for the Last Judgement, the spirits of righteous men might be set out on
errands ‘to guard and Comfort, and to do other special Services to good People’.145 Cool
explained, too, that those who were not truly wicked, but had given little thought to ‘the
Concerns of Eternity’, were ‘not so much under the Load of the Divine Displeasure, as they
are out of His Graces and Favours’. Such people, he argued, might have been beset by many
ills—poor education, a lack of good society, the pressures of daily work, unfit ministers. God,
as the embodiment of ‘pure and perfect Reason’, would take these factors into account. Cool
concluded with the declaration that ‘men’s Faces in this World are not more various and
different, than their Conditions are after Death’.146 This was a far cry from the stark calvinist
division between elect and reprobate, and Ogilvie was dubious. He noted that Cool’s picture
seemed contrary to scripture, and pointed out in particular:
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I find by the Parable of Dives and Lazarus, that one was immediately carried up
by the Angels to Abraham’s Bosom, and the other thrust down to a Place of
Torment.

Cool explained that this account was metaphorical, demonstrating that a man could be
miserable during his life and happy thereafter, or vice versa.147 Although Ogilvie questioned
Cool’s views within the story, he ended by sanctioning them, proclaiming:

I do not know, Coul, but thro’ the Information given to me, you may do as much
Service to Mankind, as the Redress of all the Wrongs, you have mentioned would
amount to, &c.148

Ogilvie was writing soon after the publication of Campbell’s book. However, there is
no indication that he was aware of episcopalian debates on the intermediate state. He made no
mention of the biblical accounts of Hades, or the judgement of early church fathers. Ogilvie’s
evidence for the intermediate state was twofold. First there was the testimony of the ghost. As
noted above, this kind of empirical ‘evidence’ for an afterlife had become popular in the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, in part because scientific culture was increasingly
prioritising direct experience and observation over reliance on scripture.149 Ogilvie may have
used the ghost in an effort to protect his own reputation, and perhaps also as a way of
appealing to a popular audience, building on public interest in William Sinclair’s account.
Second, Ogilvie presented a moral argument for the intermediate state. A rational and just
God would distinguish between confirmed sinners, and those ignorant folk who had ‘as great
[a] Liking both to Him, and to Heaven, as their gross understandings were capable of’.150 As
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such, the dead would not be immediately sifted into heaven or hell. The account implied that
departed souls could purge their earthly sins in the intermediate state, as Cool himself was
attempting to do.
After being printed as a chapbook, the story circulated widely. It was published in
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Dumfries. The introduction to the 1892 version states that it was
‘eagerly bought by all and sundry from the Flying Stationers who hawked it about the
country’.151 Frank Miller has identified nine editions from the eighteenth century and fifteen
to seventeen from the nineteenth century.152 In the 1770s there was a debate in the Edinburgh
Weekly Magazine about whether or not ghosts existed. One man, writing under the initials C.
G., declared:

the story of Maxwell of Cule’s re-appearance soon after death ... was a most
nottour and flaming story not many years ago, and he continued to fright many
for some time, till at last he found one Mr Ogilvie ... who had the courage to hold
sundry conversations with his re-appearance, and to write down a number of
particular facts and circumstances, which were printed, published, and sold in the
streets of this, and sundry other market towns in Scotland, England, and
Ireland.153

Numerous nineteenth-century publications referred to the popularity of Cool’s ghost, or
mentioned the story with the obvious assumption that it would be familiar to readers.154
While the popularity of the story is undeniable, the impact of its theological message is
difficult to measure. The Weekly Magazine’s contributor C. G. noted only that a ‘good and
instructive moral’ could be drawn from the story, and made no comment on Cool’s
description of an intermediate state.155 However, as we have seen, ghost stories as a genre
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reflect an enduring concern with the estate of the dead. The Laird of Cool’s Ghost presented a
clear, detailed and appealingly sympathetic vision of the afterlife. The idea that its audience
simply ignored its theological teachings is implausible. Certainly, there is evidence that some
readers attended to Cool’s account of the afterlife. The Methodist founder John Wesley, who
himself taught the doctrine of an intermediate state, reprinted the story in his Arminian
Magazine in 1785.156 Nineteenth-century spiritualist groups were similarly interested. Most
spiritualists held that the dead existed in an intermediate realm, the spirit world, where they
went through a process of gradual improvement. Ogilvie’s story fitted this template well, and
was duly retold.157
One particularly sympathetic eighteenth-century reader was Elizabeth Steuart of
Coltness (d. 1803), ‘Aunt Betty’ to the Whig politician Henry Erskine.158 She discovered the
story in the mid-1770s, and soon concluded that Ogilvie was the ‘most perfect man in his
time’.159 She explained that:

The greatest men in every age have endeavoured to give the living world some
account of the dead; but Mr. Ogilvie’s relation of Cool’s Ghost puts them all to
shame: all other attempts are poor, mean, grovelling, and earthly.160

Steuart implored Ogilvie’s daughter, Henrietta, to allow her to publish a version of the story
with commentary. Henrietta refused, pointing out that the chapbook had been ‘hackney’d
about & despised’.161 Steuart circulated her commentary among friends instead, and her
nephew published the work by her instructions in 1808, after both she and Henrietta had died.
Steuart declared that her aim was to demonstrate the importance of securing God’s
forgiveness before death, rather than ‘to explain to mankind the Laws of a separate state’.162
Nevertheless, she considered that God’s purpose in sending Cool was to educate christians
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about the estate of the dead, and much of her commentary was dedicated to discussion of this
theme.163 Like many of the nineteenth-century spiritualists, Steuart was influenced by the
doctrine of the Swedish theologian Emanuel Swedenborg: her version of the Laird of Cool’s
ghost included a commentary on Swedenborg’s 1758 A Treatise concerning Heaven and Hell.
Swedenborg held that the dead were judged in the World of Spirits, a half-way house between
heaven and hell.164 Steuart did not uphold his idea that a Last Judgement had already taken
place, but wrote:

It is long since I was convinced, that our seperated stat, first on our Death, is like
the Purgatory of the Roman Catholics; all who die goes down to the infancy of
these Invisible Elements, that worked in our vessels, when alive, & produced, all
our words & thought & action. In these Invisible Elements, we are taught,
purified & Educated, & made fit, to act our part in the new heavens & the new
Earth; & there we mount through the various stages of Government & be made
angels & minestrating spirits, to Christ, who has under taken the redemption, of
the world.165

Dead souls combined with those ‘Invisible Elements’ that underlay all of creation, becoming
‘in a manner both omniscient and every where present’. The stars and planets, Steuart
postulated, were ‘filled with the souls of departed men’.166 Like Ogilvie, she did not refer to
other authorities. She made brief reference to scripture, but her interpretation of the
intermediate state stemmed primarily from her own sense of religious truth, as guided by her
personal experience of the divine spirit. Alexander Fergusson observes that she shrugged off
church doctrine in a letter to a minister, declaring that ‘my religion was not taught of men’.167
In explaining the faith she put in Ogilvie’s account, she wrote:
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For my own part, all the revelations God had given me of his laws, both moral
and divine, came in upon my mind, to evidence the truth of all that it contained.168

Ogilvie and Steuart were discussing a broadly similar doctrine to those episcopalians who
wrote of Hades. However, their approach was very different. For the episcopalians, defending
the intermediate state was a way of adhering to primitive tradition, and obeying an authority
that they considered to be more valid than sixteenth-century theologians. Episcopalian tracts
on the intermediate state reinforced confessional boundaries, distinguishing episcopalianism
and catholicism, and carving out a unique liturgical culture. Ogilvie and Steuart were
breaking away from earthly authorities, and presenting a vision of the afterlife that was
founded primarily on their own ideas of divine justice. They had little interest in doctrinal
precision, and downplayed the importance of confessional divides. Ogilvie attacked the
‘impious Treachery’ of those ministers who taught their flocks that all that was necessary for
salvation was to ‘be of such or such a Party’, while Steuart openly avowed that her vision of
the intermediate state was close to the Roman catholics’.169 Ogilvie and Steuart were out of
kilter with mainstream theological thinking, but this was a period of growing theological
flexibility. In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries there was a rise in mystical
groups who followed in the tradition of the Aberdeen doctors, aiming to heal the rifts within
the Church of Scotland.170 John Simson, the minister and Glasgow university professor who
was prosecuted for unsound doctrine in the 1710s and 1720s, was an advocate of a more
inclusive church and more benevolent deity.171 In the latter half of the eighteenth century, the
kirk increasingly drifted away from rigid calvinism. There was less emphasis on
predestination, and the notion of a benevolent God became widespread.172 While the
Westminster Confession orthodoxy remained established, there was growing room to develop
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doctrines based on personal conviction or reasoning, rather than traditional theological
wisdom.
In the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the intermediate state won more
presbyterian advocates. George Campbell, principal of Aberdeen’s Marischal College from
1759, defended the doctrine in his 1789 translation of the four gospels. He focused primarily
on issues of translation from Hebrew and Greek, ultimately arguing that Hades was a domain
unto itself, not a synonym for hell. He did not endorse the idea of purification in the middle
state, but concurred with the dominant episcopalian position at the time, presenting a view of
Hades as a waiting ground for souls where there was ‘in a lower degree, a reward of the
righteous and a punishment of the wicked’.173 His fellow biblical scholar James MacKnight,
who was appointed as moderator of the General Assembly in 1769, wrote that the souls of the
dead would ascend to heaven only after the Last Judgement, as

the power and veracity of God will be more illustriously displayed in the view of
angels and men, by raising the whole of Abraham’s seed from the dead at once,
and by introducing them into the heavenly country in a body, after a public
acquittal at the judgment, than if each were made perfect separately at their
death.174

Other Church of Scotland advocates included the Edinburgh-born George Bennet, who wrote
a defence of the intermediate state in 1800, and Archibald Watson of Glasgow, who preached
on the doctrine in the 1840s.175
The concept of an intermediate state appealed especially to those who, like Ogilvie and
Steuart, desired to promote a more sympathetic view of the afterlife. George Gilfillan and
Fergus Ferguson discussed the doctrine in the 1840s and 1870s respectively. Gilfillan
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preached in Dundee as part of the United Secession Church, a denomination that had been
established in 1820. In 1847 it merged with the Relief Church to form the United
Presbyterian Church; Ferguson was a member of this latter denomination, and was based in
Glasgow. Both men rejected orthodox conceptions of the afterlife, condemning the idea of
eternal punishment—a doctrine that, in Gilfillan’s words, ‘makes God a monster’.176 Gilfillan
published an 1843 sermon on ‘Hades, or the Unseen’, which argued for an intermediate state
with compartments for the wicked and righteous. The sermon went through three editions,
and attracted several hostile reviews.177 The Dundee presbytery investigated, but acquitted
Gilfillan of wrongdoing after he proffered ‘candid concessions and explanations’.178 Ferguson
argued that there was an intermediate state in which ‘infants and heathen’ would have
scripture read to them, giving them the chance to secure salvation after death. The case went
from presbytery to synod, and was widely publicised, but Ferguson was ultimately permitted
to continue in his position.179 This laxity on the part of the ecclesiastical authorities only
increased with the outbreak of the First World War: amid concern over the fate of dead
soldiers, support for an intermediate state flourished across denominations.180 While the idea
remained on the fringes of religious society, it had an enduring impact on ministers and
congregations.

III

In eighteenth-century Scotland, the concept of an intermediate state took on a new
significance. The idea had traditionally been dismissed as a catholic deceit, and certainly, the
intermediate state remained synonymous with purgatory in the minds of many eighteenthcentury thinkers. However, there was growing support for a protestant version of the
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intermediate state, where the souls of both the righteous and the wicked awaited the Last
Judgement. For some theologians, the reality of this state was evidenced by scripture, and
perhaps by the writing of the early church fathers. George Campbell was a particularly
prominent presbyterian champion of biblical justifications for an intermediate state. It was
among episcopalians, however, that the idea had most traction. The episcopalian church was
heavily marginalised in the eighteenth century, but this meant that there was scope for
significant doctrinal innovation. As described by Archibald Campbell and Thomas Rattray,
the intermediate state functioned similarly to purgatory, cleansing and purifying souls. While
this remained an uncomfortable idea for most episcopalians, the concept of a separate holding
state for souls, and the practice of praying for the dead, became orthodox. These doctrines
had an enduring influence on episcopalian society, both within Scotland and further afield.
Some advocates of an intermediate state placed less emphasis on scriptural
justifications, and more on the idea of divine benevolence. Most depictions of the
intermediate state offered a relatively nuanced view of salvation, allowing for different
gradations of sin, and the prospect of post-mortem progression. William Ogilvie’s story of the
Laird of Cool’s ghost was the first Scottish work to use divine mercy as the main justification
for the intermediate state. Stories of supernatural phenomena commonly explored the nature
of death and the afterlife; the chapbook of The Laird of Cool’s Ghost tapped into this
tradition, and made Ogilvie’s vision accessible to a wide audience. Elizabeth Steuart may not
have been a representative reader, but she demonstrates that the chapbook at least had the
potential to inspire independent thinking on the nature of the afterlife. In the nineteenth
century there were continued attempts to assuage anxieties around death through the doctrine
of the intermediate state, and it was perhaps at its most popular during the First World War.
Eighteenth-century formulations of a sympathetic intermediate state were not mainstream,
but the idea proved a persistent undercurrent within religious thought.
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While the eighteenth century did not see the kind of interdenominational conflict that
had marked the preceding two centuries, it was a period of internal fragmentation. As both
presbyterians and episcopalians negotiated how best to move forwards as a church, old
sureties came under challenge. Belief in an intermediate state could signify an embrace of
past authority, revered above the protestant reformers. It might also represent a drive to break
away from all temporal authorities, and to formulate a conception of life after death that
prioritised human emotional needs. Recurring in various forms in the eighteenth century and
beyond, the doctrine of an intermediate state indicates the persistent anxieties surrounding
conceptions of post-mortem recompense, and stands as a caution against overly simplistic
models of the protestant afterlife.
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